1. Introduction. In this paper we shall consider the selfadjoint operator A given by the negative Laplacian acting on functions that satisfy certain homogeneous boundary conditions in a class of domains with infinite boundaries in AT-dimensional Euclidean space, RN (N^2). We shall construct two complete, orthogonal sets of generalized eigenfunctions for the operator A. These generalized eigenfunctions will be referred to as distorted plane waves. In a succeeding paper we shall apply these results to scattering theory.
1. Introduction. In this paper we shall consider the selfadjoint operator A given by the negative Laplacian acting on functions that satisfy certain homogeneous boundary conditions in a class of domains with infinite boundaries in AT-dimensional Euclidean space, RN (N^2). We shall construct two complete, orthogonal sets of generalized eigenfunctions for the operator A. These generalized eigenfunctions will be referred to as distorted plane waves. In a succeeding paper we shall apply these results to scattering theory.
Distorted plane waves were first used in proving an expansion theorem by Ikebe [6] .. He treated the case of the Schroedinger operator -A+q(x) acting on L2(R3), q(x) being a potential function. Distorted plane waves were also used by Shenk [13] and Shizuta [14] in dealing with the operator -A acting on L2(D), D being the exterior of a bounded domain with smooth boundary. In [13] , it was proven that for D^RN (N^2), this operator is unitarily equivalent to the operator -A acting on L2(i?w). This result was also proven in a paper by Lax and Phillips [9] (for N odd), employing a different method.
The domains Ü we are considering are perturbed infinite or semi-infinite cylinders. Ü is contained in an infinite (or semi-infinite) cylinder S and obtained from S by perturbing a finite portion of the boundary of S. The cylinder S may have arbitrary cross-section.
We first consider the operator A0(A) given by -A acting on functions which vanish on the boundary S(Ù) of S(Q). Separation of variables yields a complete, orthogonal set of generalized eigenfunctions W°(x; X) for the operator A0. These functions satisfy the boundary value problem:
(A + X)W£(x; X) = 0 in S, W%(x; X) = 0 on S.
In §2, we use these generalized eigenfunctions in the usual manner to establish a spectral representation for the operator A0. We easily conclude from this representation that the spectrum of A0, a(A0), is absolutely continuous and m0(X), the spectral multiplicity of each point A in o(A0) is finite, piecewise constant and nondecreasing. Furthermore m0(X) -»-oo as A ->-oo.
[January In § §3-5, we show, using the method of distorted plane waves that for a perturbed infinite cylinder O, the continuous part of the operator A, denoted by A0, is unitarily equivalent to A0. In §3 we construct a set of generalized eigenfunctions rVn(x; X) for the operator A. They are expressed in the form W"(x; X)= W°(x; X) + Vn(x;X). Vn(x; A), the "outgoing solutions", satisfy the boundary value problem (A + X)Vi(x; X) = 0 in Ü, V¿(x; X) = -W°(x; X) on Q, as well as certain " radiation conditions " at infinity. These conditions correspond to the outgoing Sommerfeld radiation conditions associated with the exterior problem. The functions V¿(x; X) are constructed with the aid of the principle of limiting absorption, proven by Eidus [3] for a semi-infinite cylinder. A second set of generalized eigenfunctions Wñ(x; X)= W°(x; X)+ V~(x; X) may be constructed in the same way. Here V~(x; X) satisfies certain "incoming radiation conditions". The methods of potential theory used in [13] and [14] to establish the existence of the distorted plane waves are not applicable here since the boundary of Q. has infinite length.
In § §4 and 5 we construct a pair of spectral representations for the operator Ac, using the generalized eigenfunctions W£(x; A). The main results of the paper are embodied in Theorems 4.1 and 5.1. Lemma 4.2, which enables us to treat the case WS: 4, is analogous to a result proven in [13] .
In §6, we discuss the perturbed semi-infinite cylinder, proving all of the above results for this case. In particular it follows that for a class of perturbed semiinfiite cylinders O, considered by Rellich [11] , for which A has no point eigenvalues, A is unitarily equivalent to A0.
In §7, we consider the more general class of boundary conditions op(Xi,..., Xx) _ , -. , ..
-07--P\Xi, . ■ ., XN-i)p\\Xi, . . ., XN), where p(xu..., xN_i)iíO and p is a piecewise continuous function. Results analogous to those of § §3 and 4 are given for the operators A°0 and A" determined by these boundary conditions. Finally in §8 we consider a class of perturbed infinite (semi-infinite) cylinders D., which need not satisfy the condition QsS. In this case it is shown that there can be at most a finite number of bounded linearly independent generalized eigenfunctions associated with any real number A. The proof is based on a generalized Phragmen-Lindelöf Theorem, due to Lax [8] , dealing with the solutions of elliptic boundary value problems in a perturbed cylinder. . For each such p(x), set ABp.=w. It is well known [4] that the operator AB is nonnegative. Denote by S' the semi-infinite cylinder xw = 0, x e I, where / is a bounded N-1 dimensional domain lying in the hyperplane xN = 0. We next obtain a spectral representation for the operator As-. Consider the set of elements of the form /={/n(st)}={/i(i), /2(f), • • •}, where each function /"(£) is square integrable over (0,oo), and 2?-iJ"l/»(0la#<°°.
For any two such elements /={/"(£)}, o={qn(0}, set (f,q)H= 2 f"/»(oí»(fírff n = l JO Denote the resulting Hubert space by H.
Since the cylindrical cross-section / is a bounded N-1 dimensional domain, it follows that there exists a complete, countable, orthonormal set of eigenfunctions for the operator A¡. Denote the eigenvalues of Av, ordered increasingly, by {vn} and the corresponding orthonormal eigenfunctions by ^n(Jc). For each f(x) in L2(S'), set T0f = Urn. H-j j sin £xNijN(x)\f(x) dx, where l.i.m. signifies that the limit is to be taken in the sense of the Hubert space H. Denote r0/by/°={/n°(í)}. where the limit is to be taken in the sense of L2(S'). We now state without proof the expansion theorem referred to at the beginning of this section. It may be proven in the same way as the ordinary Fourier expansion theorem for functions in L2(R").
Theorem 2.1. T0 is a unitary transformation from L2(S') onto H. Ti = T0* = T0~1.
The functions w°(x; f) = (2/7r)1/2 sin ÇxNvn(x) constitute a set of generalized eigenfunctions of the operator As,. w°(x; f) satisfies the boundary value problem (A+£2+vn)w0n(x; a = 0, wl(x; 0 = 0 on S'.
The functions w°(x; f) will be referred to as plane waves. Theorem 2.1 tells us that they form a complete, orthogonal set of generalized eigenfunctions of As,. For each function cp(x) in Cq(S'), it follows by integration by parts that r0(-A«p) = {(e+vn)m)}.
For each n= 1, 2,..., make the substitution A=£2+vn. Set U0f={f°((X-vn)112)} ={#n(A)} for every function/(x) in L2(S'). By Theorem 2.1, we have: mun = ii/°i& = 2 Jvn ign(A)i22(A_;Ji;2-Set H' = ®™=1L2(vn,co; dXß(X-vn)112). It follows that U0 is a unitary mapping from L2(S") onto H'. We also have UQ(As.f)={Xqn(X)} for each /in D(AS.). Thus U0 gives a spectral representation of the selfadjoint operator As.. The spectrum of As. is continuous and the spectral multiplicity m0(X) has the value n for vnS Aon+1. Thus m0(X) jumps at each point vn and m0(X) ->co as A->co.
Analogous results hold for the operator As where S is an infinite cylinder, with cross-section /. In this case, the generalized eigenfunctions w°(x; f) are given by (2tt)"ll2eiix»T)n(x), where « = 1,2,..., and ¿jeR1. The completeness and orthogonality of these generalized eigenfunctions as well as the spectral representation of As follows in the same way.
3. The distorted plane waves. We begin this section by defining precisely the domains Q we shall be considering. Let £2 be a domain in RN composed of two parts Qj and Q2. Suppose that Q satisfies the following conditions (see Figure 1 ).
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-h h (1) D is contained in the infinite cylinder S described in §1.
(2) Di is bounded and is contained in -hSxN^h (0<h). Denote As and An by A0 and A, respectively. A may have at most a countable number of point eigenvalues {A,} of finite multiplicity (3) . Denoting the orthonormal eigenfunctions of A by {w¡(x)), we let P denote the projection operator taking L2(£2) onto the subspace spanned by the eigenfunctions {w¡(x)}. Set AC = (I-P)A. Thus Ac represents the continuous part of the operator A. We shall ultimately prove that Ac is unitarily equivalent to A0.
In the remainder of this section we shall construct a set of generalized eigenfunctions (distorted plane waves) of the operator A. We begin by solving the following boundary value problem:
where A>0, F(x) e C°°(£2), and F(x)=0 for h<h'£\x"\.
We proceed to solve this boundary value problem, using the method of limiting absorption employed by Eidus [3] in dealing with a perturbed semi-infinite cylinder.
For Xea(A), (3.1) will not always have a solution in L2(£2). We first define a topological space x m which (3.1) is a well-posed problem. Consider the set of functions f(x) defined in £2, which satisfy the following conditions:
(a) feH2°°(ü). (This means that for each compact interior subregion fi'cfl, we have/e H2(Q.'), i.e., DafeL2(Q!) for |«| =2. By definition 11/11«,,= 2 f \D"\2dx.)
|alS2 Jn' (b) There exists a sequence of functions {/"(*)} such that fn e H\0C(Q.), fn(x) vanishes in boundary strips along £2, and such that in any region £2,N, we have \\fn-f\\i(xm -*■ 0. Denote the set of functions satisfying (a) and (b) by y\ We define (2) Actually we need only assume that Ù belongs to class CN+2. Notice that this implies fe %'• We denote the resulting topological space by y.
For/in x, set If= -A/.
Let A denote all those real numbers contained in (vu oo), other than the sequence {vn}, {Xn}. For each function p(x) in x, set P1j+Xxn) = p(x)r¡j(x)dx for h' ^ xN and set
Jlx"
Now for A in A and e>0, set pe(x) = (A -X-ie)~1F(x). We shall show that as e | 0, ps T* p, where p satisfies (3.1) as well as the following conditions: (p'},*Kxh) = C?±> exp [-(*,-\-i*yi*\xn\i
where Re (i>,-A-ie)112 >0, the C/(±) are constants, and h' ú\xN\.
To prove the lemma, we observe that: (1) the functions (p^Xxn) satisfy the differential equation d^p^ldxl-^-X-ie)^)^ -0, and (2) /xs(x) eL2(Q). Lemma 3.1 follows immediately from this. Proof. We shall show that p(x) e L2(£2). This would imply that p = 0 since A € A. It follows from (3.2) and (3.3) that the Fourier expansion of p(x) and 8p.¡dxN have the form (14) 
for h' í¡ xw. Similar expansions hold for Xnú-h'. Applying the divergence theorem to the functions p(x) and ß(x), and making use of the facts that p=0 on £2 and -Afx = Xp. in £2, we have by integrating over £2,N Substituting the Fourier expansions for p(x) and ß(x) into (3.6), we obtain:
Hence C/=0, j=\,...,r. This shows that /¿(x) e L2(£2) and the theorem is proven. Q.E.D.
We next establish the existence of a solution to the boundary value problem (3.1). Set
, where e, v > 0, and A 6 A.
The proof of the following existence theorem will be based on certain elliptic estimates, the Fourier expansions of the functions pe¡v, and Theorem 3.1. Proof. We first show that if h' < xN, then : By the Rellich selection theorem, we may choose a subsequence {/**"} and a function P* defined in £lXN satisfying the condition
Since Ili^vlo^-^O, we conclude from (3.10), (3.11), and (3.13) that (3.14) ||f**v-/**||it*K, -^-0 for each 0 < xN < xN.
We next wish to extend the function p* to all of Q. and show that (3.14) holds for every 0 < xN. We have the following easily derived inequality f \pU2 dx ú r-r1^ lM?.v«oa<44)+2|^-^| Up,, JixN \xN-xN\ " " || oxN bixpxj,) * 112 1 2, where xj, < xN < x%,h' ^ x\. Thus {/4s, v} converges in the sense of L2(lXN) for h'^xN<xN.By Lemma 2.1, we have 
We now apply the following inequality [10] .
htA2ia.^ c[\\pUo^+\\^tÂo(a.,]
where £2" and £2' are arbitrary bounded interior subregions of £2 and £2"<=£2'.
We thus have pft , t*" /**. Therefore (3.19) J/x* = A/**.
Since dp.*v/dxN = 0 on £2^2 for A'£? xj, < x?,, we may apply the preceding arguments to the functions dpfJdxN and dp*/dxN to obtain
for A' Ú xN, and
It follows from (3.18)-(3.20) and Theorem 3.1 that ju* = 0. This is impossible since If**vIIo«*,,, = 1 and llft£v-/**||o(if,)->0. We have thus proven that ||^,V||0(ÍN)^C. _ It now follows as before that there exists a subsequence {/¿£>v} and a function p(x) such that ¿i£iV 7^ p, and /¿(x) satisfies the conditions (3.2) and (3.3) as well as the equation Â~p. = Xp + F. Theorem 3.1 implies that the original sequence {/u.e>v} converges in the sense of x to p.(x). The theorem is thus proven. Q.E.D.
We may generalize Theorem 3.2 in the following manner. Define Ax to be the set of all complex numbers A in the upper half plane (Im A ä 0) other than the sequences {A"} and {vn}. Let AB represent an arbitrary bounded subset of Alt [January Instead of a single function F(x), we consider a sequence of functions F¡(x) such that each Fj e C"°(ß) and F}(x)=s0 for h'^\xN\ (A' being the same for ally). For each A in A, let p¡(x; X) be the solution of the equation Apj = Xpj+Fj, which satisfies the conditions (3.2) and (3.3). If A is nonreal, set pf(x; X) = (A -X)~1Fj. We are now in a position to construct the basic tools to be used in our expansion theorem. These are the generalized eigenfunctions of the operator A, to be denoted by w¿(x; í). w+(x; Ç) will be expressed in the form w¿(x; 0 = K(x; D + itfC*; £)> where v¿(x; f) is to satisfy the conditions (3.2) and (3. wn(x; 0 = w°(x; £) + vn(x; Ç).
We thus have wn(x; <f)=0 on Ù, and [A + (£2+vn)]wn(x; cf) = 0. The functions wn(x; <f) will be referred to as distorted plane waves.
We shall also need the following set of functions. Let k be a complex number such that Im k > 0. Set (3.23) Fn(x; Í; k) = (-A -*)Gn(x ; ft (3.24) pn(x; i; k) = (A-K)^Fn(x; §; k), (3.25) vn(x; (; k) = -Gn(x; |)+/*"(*; i; k), and (3.26) wn(x;£;<<) = <(x; £) + vn(x; (; #c).
Set vn(x; Ç; Ç2 + vn) = vn(x; f) and wn(x; £; P + i'J = wn(x; £) for P + vn g A.
Note. ( 1 ) wn(x ; | ; k) = 0 on £2 and satisfies the equation ( -A -£2 -yn) w"(x ; £ ; k)
(2) It follows from Lemma 3.1 that t;n(x; £; k) dies down exponentially at infinity. for xN S -h'. í-i
Using the expansions (3.29) and taking the integral of \vn(x; £; k)\2 over £1-Qh,, we obtain the following estimate for c/f, ri):
We also have the following inequality 4. The expansion theorem. In §2, it was shown that the transformation To given by T0<f>={¡s ij¡(x)w°(x; |) dx} for each \\> in Cô(S), may be used to diagonalize the operator A 0. In this section, we shall prove an analogous result for the operator A.
We first define a transformation Tfrom the dense subset C¿°(ü) of L2(Q.) into the Hubert space íí"=0"=1L2(-oo,oo, don), where don(Ç) = dÇ for each n. For every function <p(x) in C¿°(ü), set 
Ja
Note that it follows from the Fourier expansions of the functions wf(x) that they die down exponentially for \xN\ large. We now state precisely the main result of this section. In this case, we have 2 j »>Áx;$)(e + Vn)fÁ0dt+2 Hx)hfi To prove (4.6), we use the well-known formula [16] :
for each f(x) in L2(£2), where Rx-U represents the resolvent of A, i.e., Rz-lef = [A -(t -ie)] " y. Thus, the proof of (4.6) reduces to the evaluation of the limit on the right hand side of (4.7). We begin by obtaining an expression for the integrand \\R,-iM\î2^-Suppose Im/oO, 93eC0°°(£2). Define the modified transform {<p"(£; «•)} as follows :
(4.8) 0B(f ; k) = i <p(x)ivn(x:; f; *) ¿x.
We shall denote by (#"(£ ; *))* the complex conjugate of (<p"(f ; *)). It follows immediately from Theorem 3.4 and integration by parts that R^,(x; k) and its first and second derivatives are square integrable. We have thus completed the proof of (4.11). 
Hence (4.18) (R&, <A)(S) = ((P + vn)-\e +vn-H)-^"(f ; k), $(|)(£2 + ".)%•
The isometric property of the transformation T0 yields We now consider the function Uro°(x; v; k). From the definition (4.27) of the function U$(x; k), it follows that ( -A -k)U^(x; k) = 0 in £2 and U#(x; k) = -</>(x) on £2. Thus (-Ax -K)UrG°(x; y; «r) = 0 in £2 and Ura°(x; y; k)= -G°(x; y) for x on £2, where àx denotes differentiation with respect to the variables x1;..., xN. We have thus shown that HK(x; y)=UrGo(x; y; k), i.e., GK(x; y) = G°(x; y) + UrGo(x; y; k). Using the fact that T0 is isometric and The rest of part (iii) now follows directly from the spectral theorem. Q.E.D.
5. The unitarity of T. In the preceding section, it was not shown that the subspace S? is all of H. This result will now be proven. We begin by proving that a continuous linear transformation T' from H into L2(Q) may be defined in such a manner that for each q={qn(ti)} m H:
Suppose q = {qn(£)} e 2' (recall that the set 3>' was defined in the proof of The results of §2 together with Theorems 4.1 and 5.1 show that the operators A0 and Ac (the continuous part of the operator A) are unitarily equivalent. The functions wn(x; f) form a complete, orthogonal set of generalized eigenfunctions of the operator Ac. Denote the functions wn(x; e) and vn(x; f) by w¿(x; |) and v£(x; e), respectively. The behavior of v}(x; ¿f) for \xN\ sufficiently large is described by the "outgoing" radiation conditions (3.2) and (3.3).
We may obtain another complete, orthogonal set of generalized eigenfunctions w~(x; e) = w°(x;e) + vñ(x;e) in the same way. To construct the "incoming" for xN Ú -A', where dp, dj are constants, fo-(f 4-«'"))1'a=i(£a4-vB-»v)1'a, and e2 + vn e A.
6. Remarks concerning a semi-infinite cylinder. Suppose now that the unperturbed domain is the semi-infinite cylinder S' described in §2. The perturbed domain £2' may be defined as follows :
(ii) £2' = S'for AaxN, and (iii) £2' is a C°° surface in RN. Denote the operators As-and Aa by A0 and A respectively.
The functions w°(x; i) = (2/n)112 sin tjxNrin(x) were shown in §2 to form a complete, orthogonal set of generalized eigenfunctions for A0. Using the same arguments as in § §3-5, we can prove results analogous to Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 5.1. In this case the distorted plane waves w£(x; f) have the form w£(x; i) = w°(x; £) + Vn(x; I), where the functions v*(x; {) (vñ(x; £)) satisfy "outgoing" ("incoming") radiation conditions for h<h'^xN, similar to those given by the Fourier expansions (3.4), (3.5) ((5.16), (5.17)). It thus follows that the operator Ac is unitarily equivalent to the operator A0.
We now state some known results concerning the point eigenvalues of the operator A. First of all, there are no point eigenvalues in the interval (-oo, vx). Hence the spectrum consists entirely of the interval [vx,<x>). This follows from results in a paper by Jones [7] . This does not rule out the possibility of point eigenvalues embedded in the continuous spectrum. There are no point eigenvalues at all, however, when £2' satisfies the following additional condition: cos <p(s) ¿ 0 for each point x(S) on £2', where <p(s) is the angle between the exterior normal to £2' and the positive xw-axis.
This was first proven by Rellich [11] . In this case it follows from our results that A is unitarily equivalent to A0.
7. More general boundary conditions. Let us now consider a different class of boundary conditions of the form (7.1) dpjdn = pp., where p = p(xx,..., xN-x) is a piecewise continuous function, p^O, and n is the outward directed normal from the boundary of the domain. The domains under consideration are the infinite cylinder S1 described in §2 and the perturbed infinite cylinder £2 described in- §3.
We first define precisely an operator A^ given by -A acting on functions that satisfy the boundary condition (7.1) on the boundary B of a domain B in RN. Set D(A(f) = {<p(x) | 9 e C\B uB)n C2(B), D"<p = 0(\x\ ">) for j = 1, 2,..., |a| S 2 and |x| large, dy\dn-p<p = 0 on B, Ay eL2(B)} and set A(¿y= -Aç> for 9 in D(A(¿y). It follows from Green's formula that A{gY is a positive, symmetric operator. We now define AB^ to be the closure of A{gY. It is easily seen that A'-f is a positive, self adjoint operator.
Set A(s0) = A(¿'), and A^ = Alp\ As in §2, we may exhibit explicitly a complete, orthogonal set of generalized eigenfunctions w°(x; e) for the operator A(0P). Denote by Vn(x) a complete, orthonormal set of eigenfunctions for the operator A\p), with corresponding eigenvalues vn (I being the cross-section of S). Suppose vi*v»£ ■ • •. Then w°n(x; Q-Q*)-im eiix»Vn(x).
We may construct two sets of generalized eigenfunctions w"(x; e) for the operator A{p) exactly as in §3. Again the key result is the fact that the boundary value problem (-A -X)p = F, 8p/8h = pp on Ú has a unique solution subject to the appropriate radiation conditions at infinity, where F(x) = 0 for h<h'fk\xN\ and Fe Coe(Q). We also assume that vr< X<vr + 1 and A/A, fory'=l, 2,..., where {A;} represent the eigenvalues of A(p\ The proof is the same as that of Theorem 3.2.
Thus we may construct two sets of generalized eigenfunctions w£(x; e) = w°(x; e) + Vn(x; e), where v¿(x; e) (vñ(x;í)) may be expanded in Fourier 8. More general domains. Again we shall consider a perturbed infinite cylinder, Ü, in RN. (The same arguments would go through for a perturbed semi-infinite cylinder.) In this case, however, we do not stipulate that Q be contained in an infinite cylinder. Thus il need only satisfy the following two conditions (see Figure 2 ).
(1) 11 = 5 for \xN\^h, (2) Ù is a C2 surface.
-O-¡ ! J a Figure 2 We shall show that for A real there can be at most a finite number of bounded linearly independent solutions of the boundary value problem Proof. It is clearly sufficient to prove the result for real-valued functions defined in £L Thus we assume that all functions considered are real-valued. We first show that the unit ball in Sa is precompact.
Suppose {pn} represents a sequence of functions in Sa satisfying the condition (8.10) </.">" = (JV2 exp [-«%] dxj2 ï 1.
We want to show that there exists a subsequence {pnj} of {pn} such that (8.11) </s-/V>«->0 asU^oo. 
